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I Don’t Know

Suppose a fan was an even tail.
A fan is a French even tail,
In case you don’t know.
A trombone is a paper clip
From which comes not likely music.
A fan is an unlikely bird unmuscle.
Suppose a large paper clip was a trombone geant
Which it is but cannot blow.
An even tail may be a peacock
In a churchyard but more likely
It is the size of a hand nailed on the mission’s wall
Or sweeping in the hand of the little girl
Who carries it in cars and yards and missions.
She speaks English and her even tail stirs a breeze.
The trombones petites are small and cannot clasp as much paper.
Don’t even suggest they may blow.
There is a peacock in the yard, yes
Exclaiming. The girl is headed for trouble
Later, when she may make it,
Or she has absorbed the lesson
Of the trombone and the fan.